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Abstract— The debate of Humans vs Robots for space        

exploration is explored by reviewing the development that has         
happened in both the fields. This is followed by an analysis of            
the scientific output, cost, efficiency and safety of both sides.          
Impact on the nascent, but all set to grow space economy is            
also considered. It is concluded that the debate was         
unnecessary as they both serve different and complementary        
purposes. The ideal scenario of a marriage of both has been           
proposed and an action plan for the future of spaceflight is           
presented. Suggestions include policy decisions as well as        
recommending areas of importance to inspire future       
generations. 

Keywords—robotics, human spaceflight, space exploration,     
space economy 

I. INTRODUCTION 

Human spaceflight is at a crossroads today. We are         
looking at the lowest numbers of human launches ever with          
the retirement of the space shuttle amidst growing concern         
in people regarding safety and economics of sending human         
beings into space. On the other hand, the space exploration          
industry has never looked more promising with commercial        
players stepping in. Proposed sectors range from space        
tourism to manufacturing and mining. Space agencies all        
over the world are trying to put man back onto the Moon            
and eventually go to Mars. ISRO is the latest to join the            
bandwagon with the setting up of the Human Space Flight          
centre and unveiling the Gaganyaan crew module. Several        
other countries and space agencies have announced and        
begun human spaceflight programs utilizing natively      
developed equipment and technology, including Japan      
(JAXA), Iran (ISA), and Malaysia (MNSA). 
 

Another major development is the phenomenal growth in        
the field of robotics and artificial intelligence. The last few          
years have seen the rapid development of humanoid robots         
meant for exploration like the Robonaut. The growth in         
artificial intelligence means we may eventually be able to         
use robots instead of human beings for high-risk missions         
like space exploration. The ability to learn and adapt will          
empower robots to carry out explorations. Having said that,         
the time taken to reach that stage would be significant. What           
we can say is that we are looking into a future where robots             
will play a much more significant role than today. We trace           
the recent developments that have happened in the field of          
human spaceflight and robotics and try to come up with          
propositions and an action plan. 

II. PROBLEM STATEMENT 

What is the future of spaceflight: Humans or robots? 

III. RECENT DEVELOPMENTS 

A. Human Spaceflight 

According to the report submitted by the Review of U.S.          
Human Spaceflight Plans Committee [1], the focus for        
spaceflight needs to be changed from location-based to        
goal-based, with the locations deriving from the goals. Right         
now, nations are looking to go beyond the low-earth orbit,          
as far as exploration is concerned. NASA’s twins’ study         
revealed interesting information about the long term impact        
of space travel on human beings, shedding light on the          
cardiovascular system and DNA changes [2]. The ongoing        
Artemis program seeks to establish a sustainable presence        
on the Moon, lay the foundation for private companies to          
build a lunar economy, and eventually send humans to Mars          
[3]. 

 

Fig. 1 New Spacesuit for Artemis Generation Astronauts        
(Credits: NASA) 

Recent advances in ensuring the safety of astronauts        
include a revamped space suit unveiled in October 2019,         
called the XEMU ( Exploration Extravehicular Mobility       
Unit ) meant for the lunar surface. Since the lunar soil is            
composed of tiny glass-like shards, the new suit has a suite           
of dust-tolerant features to prevent inhalation or       
contamination of the suit’s life support system.       
Miniaturization of electronics and plumbing systems have       
made it possible to build in duplicates for much of the           
system, making some failures less of a concern. The new          

 



suit includes advanced materials and joint bearings that        
increase comfort and ease of movement. Inside the helmet,         
NASA has redesigned the communications system to       
include multiple, embedded, voice-activated microphones     
inside the upper torso that automatically pick up the         
astronaut’s voice. The new suit is designed with        
interchangeable parts that can be configured for spacewalks        
in microgravity or on a planetary surface. The rear-entry         
hatch also increases mobility and reduces the risk of         
shoulder injuries [4]. Orion Crew Survival System (OCSS)        
is another suit that is to be worn inside the Orion spacecraft            
during launch and re-entry, in case of a depressurization         
emergency [5]. The outer layer of the suit is orange to allow            
for visibility. The suit includes enhanced shoulder joints for         
a better range of reach and greater fire resistance. 

 

Fig. 2 Dragon Crew Spacesuit (Credits: SpaceX) 

Additionally, development of the Space Launch System,       
Human Landing System (HLS), lunar gateway are at        
different stages. Under the commercial crew program,       
SpaceX’s Crew Dragon and Boeing’s CST-100 Starliner has        
been contracted to supply the International Space Station        
(ISS) with the crew. Crew Dragon’s uncrewed mission was         
launched in March 2019 and a pad abort test of starliner           
took place on November 2019 [6]. US-European Orion        
spacecraft’s maiden flight took place in 2014 and is being          
tested.  

Space-based economy is economic activity in outer       
space, including asteroid mining, space manufacturing,      
space trade, construction performed in space such as the         
building of space stations, space burial, and space        
advertising. Though at its infancy, this is quite promising.         
There are several differences between the properties of        
materials in space and on Earth. These differences can be          
exploited to produce unique or improved manufacturing       
techniques. In September 2018, Elon Musk revealed the        
passenger for a moon loop trip, Yusaku Maezawa during a          
live stream. Yusaku Maezawa described the plan for his trip          
in further detail, intending to take 6–8 artists with him on           
the journey to inspire artists to create new art [7]. Elon           
Musk said that the Starship will be ready for an unpiloted           
trip to Mars in 2022. The crewed flight will follow in 2024            
[8]. Space Adventures Ltd. has announced that they are         

working on DSE-Alpha, a circumlunar mission to the Moon,         
with the price per passenger being $100,000,000 [9]. 

 

B. Robots in Space 

a) Past, current and future space exploration using       
robots 

Space robots are broadly classified into two types:        
Remotely Operated Vehicles (ROV) and Remote      
Manipulator System [10]. Recently, a third category of        
Humanoid robots has emerged to be a top contender in          
future space exploration. The first mobile robot to explore         
an extraterrestrial body was the Soviet Union’s Lunokhod 1         
lunar rover [10]. 

 

Fig. 3 Pragyan Rover mounting on Vikram Lander (Credits:         
ISRO) 

Early rovers were ROVs but today’s rovers are advanced         
autonomous systems that make intelligent decisions with       
minimum human intervention like the Mars Curiosity       
Rover. Mars exploration rovers Spirit and Opportunity are        
identical rovers sent by NASA for 90day missions. Both         
rovers outlasted its design lifetime by more than 20 times          
[11]. NASA’s InSight, short for Interior Exploration using        
Seismic Investigations, Geodesy and Heat Transport, is a        
Mars lander robot with a robotic arm to place seismometer          
and a heat probe to perform experiments on the surface [12].           
ISRO’s Chandrayaan-2 mission to the Moon consisted of an         
Orbiter, Lander- Vikram and a Rover- a 6-wheeled robotic         
rocker-bogie vehicle named as Pragyan with the goal of         
exploring south pole of the Moon [13]. Dragonfly is a          
rotorcraft lander mission to Saturn’s moon Titan scheduled        
to launch in 2026 exploring the composition and chemistry         
of the surface of Titan [14]. Most existing planetary         
missions have used either wheeled rovers or stationary        
landers but equipped with a robotic arm, a drill, or a sampler            
to achieve mobility. NASA's Mars Helicopter, scheduled to        
launch in 2020 along with the Mars 2020 rover, is a small,            
autonomous helicopter designed to test if a powered flight is          
possible in the atmosphere of Mars [15]. 



 

Fig. 4 Canadarm2 (Credits: NASA) 

In the International Space Station (ISS), three identical        
free-flying ‘Astrobee’ robots work autonomously or via       
remote control by astronauts, flight controllers or       
researchers on the ground. The robots are designed to         
complete tasks such as taking inventory, documenting       
experiments conducted by astronauts with their built-in       
cameras or working together to move cargo throughout the         
station [16]. The Mobile Servicing System (MSS) is a         
robotic system onboard the ISS consisting of three        
components - the Space Station Remote Manipulator       
System (SSRMS), known as Canadarm2, the Mobile       
Remote Servicer Base System (MBS) and the Special        
Purpose Dexterous Manipulator (SPDM, also known as       
"Dextre" or "Canada hand") [17]. Japanese Experiment       
Module (JEM), also known as Kibo, is another robotic         
system consisting of six modules for performing       
experiments including a remote manipulator system [18].       
JAXA’s Int-Ball is an experimental, autonomous,      
self-propelled, and manoeuvrable ball camera that is       
deployed in the Kibo module [19]. 

 

Fig. 5 R5 “Valkyrie” (Credits: NASA) 

NASA and various other space agencies have now begun         
to use humanoids in space to assist astronauts. Robonaut 2 is           
the first humanoid robot designed to work in space. It was a            
joint project of NASA and General Motors [20]. It consists          
of head, torso (no legs), two upper limbs and two hands with            
five fingers. It is made of aluminium, metal and non-metal          
materials and weighs about 140 kg. It is equipped with a           
computer system that processes information of 350 sensors,        
four cameras with high resolution and an infrared camera         
[20]. Japan's Kirobo is a small humanoid launched in 2013,          
which could talk and recognize voices, faces and emotions         
[21]. Cimon (Crew Interactive Mobile Companion), is "an        
AI-based assistant for astronauts" developed by Airbus and        

IBM for the German national space agency, DLR. It will be           
able to give astronauts instructions to help them carry out          
scientific experiments and it will be able to respond to          
verbal questions [22]. Russia has launched a humanoid        
robot Skybot F-850 named "Fyodor" to the ISS on 21 Aug           
2019 that includes unique features such as       
vibration-resistant materials, and algorithms to reduce its       
movement so that it does not accidentally damage the Space          
Station [24]. NASA’s R5 aka Valkyrie is a robust, rugged,          
entirely electric humanoid robot capable of operating in        
degraded or damaged human-engineered environments.     
From the previous Robonaut 2 model, it has modified hands          
to increase reliability and durability, redesigned ankle to        
improve performance and upgraded sensors to increase       
perception capability [25]. 

 

Fig. 6 Russia's Skybot F-850 seen during testing on Earth. 
(Credits: space.com, Roscosmos) 

 

Fig. 7 CIMON the AI robot and ESA astronaut (Credits: 
ESA/NASA) 

b) Why do we send robots to space? 

Robots can be used to explore space without having to          
worry much about their safety. In the case of a robotic space            
mission failure, the humans involved with the mission stay         
safe. Sending a robot to space is also much less expensive           
than sending a human to space and they can withstand harsh           
conditions, like extreme temperatures or high levels of        
radiation [26]. The benefits of conducting science       
experiments by humans in the ISS are still heavily debated.          
Materials science researchers claim that the station is an         
unstable platform. Sensitive experiments are jarred by the        



vibrations caused by the movements of astronauts and        
machinery [27]. Unmanned satellites provide geologists and       
climatologists with a better platform for studying the Earth's         
surface [28]. Humans in space provide operational       
flexibility, inspiration and native intelligence. At the same        
time, the price of this flexibility is huge. The fragility of           
human life and the need for consumables (food, water and          
oxygen) require vast amounts of money to pay for the extra           
engineering and multiple redundant systems. All this is done         
to reduce risk to astronauts, as well as for the larger support            
crews needed to monitor every aspect of daily life during a           
manned space mission [29]. 

IV. PROPOSITIONS 

The future of spaceflight is one of synergy between         
human and robot. They serve different, yet complementary        
roles and each strengthens the other. Human beings are at          
least a magnitude more efficient in terms of robots when it           
comes to scientific exploration [30]. Robotic missions are        
cheaper, but a major part of that could be attributed to the            
fact that a lot of them do not return back to the earth.             
Astronauts, on the other hand, come back with samples that          
are used for research for decades after the said mission.          
Having said that, robots are the best choice for the first           
phase of exploration - reconnaissance. They are needed to         
enable human spaceflight by providing critical data about        
the atmosphere. Only robotic missions are capable of        
travelling everywhere. Human beings are seriously limited       
due to their vulnerability to radiations, harsh conditions and         
wouldn’t be able to explore far-off planets and asteroids.         
Robotic missions are also capable of carrying out research         
for a longer period.  

 
Artificial Intelligence (AI) is another important      

player with the success of AI-enabled robots like        
Opportunity and Spirit. Space probes may fall outside the         
communications range and will have to continue without        
instruction on their journey by knowing which data to         
document, and how to identify it. When travelling to areas          
of space that we know very little about, space probes will           
also have to be able to learn in order to adapt to            
environmental factors, such as unforeseen asteroids,      
temperatures, or gravities. Also, because of the time        
required to travel to those distant parts of the universe,          
generations of scientists will die before probes return,        
leaving the probes somewhat to their own devices [31]. 

 
The long term health effects on astronauts and the         

obvious possibility of an accident cannot be ignored either.         
With space economy picking up, we are looking at a greater           
number of human beings going into space for purposes other          
than research. This is an industry with huge potential, and          
greater assurance of safety is needed for it to take off. More            
manned missions would go a long way in establishing the          
trust that is needed. Besides that, in these uncertain times,          
reason to explore is not just limited to our curiosity and           
development of technologies. It is also a matter of ensuring          
our survival. As irrational as it may sound, humanity is          
looking at a very bleak future, plagued by climate change          

and inadequate resources [32]. It is essential to find out          
about extraterrestrial bodies that are capable of sustaining        
life, and for that, we need to move towards the Moon, Mars            
and beyond, as underlined in the Artemis mission of USA          
[33]. NASA’s 2020 Technology Taxonomy has identified       
several robotics areas needed by 2035. Seventeen key areas         
have been identified and under the fourth taxonomy, TX04:         
Robotic Systems, human-robot system interaction is crucial       
for future space exploration and must be effective, efficient,         
and natural [34]. At the same time, ESA and many other           
space-faring nations like Russia, China, India, and Japan        
have also announced their individual plans for future        
missions involving space robotics. 

 

V. ACTION PLAN 

● Moon first, followed by mars: As underlined in the         
Artemis mission, humans need to get to the moon         
first and set up labs and propellant depots. Any         
manned mission to Mars would take months and        
the Moon will play a crucial role in the same.  

● Increased private participation: Space economy is      
at a very nascent stage and non-governmental       
companies are absolutely essential for it to take off.         
Space flights are costly and one method of cutting         
costs is to make it more frequent. Encouraging        
space tourism and other activities would lead to a         
reduction in the overall cost of spaceflights.  

● Synergy between robots and astronauts: Both      
cannot exist without each other and we need to         
build more humanoids to assist astronauts. The       
existing method of exploration should be      
continued, where uncrewed robots are first sent       
before humans set out to explore. Space       
exploration requires human-system interaction    
across multiple spatial ranges, in the presence of        
multiple control loops, and over a wide range of         
time delays. A robot may be remotely operated by         
an astronaut in close proximity, by an astronaut        
in-orbit above a planetary surface, or by mission        
controllers on Earth with progressive reductions in       
situational awareness and response time. The      
ultimate efficacy of robotic systems depends      
greatly upon the interfaces that humans use to        
operate them. 

● Long term effects of spaceflight: More studies       
should be conducted into the long term effects of         
space flight on human beings and possible       
remedies for the same. As a species looking to         
expand beyond the earth, it is essential for us to          
know the effect and remedy for prolonged       
exposure.  

● Artificial Intelligence: AI-enabled robots are     
essential for far away missions and reconnaissance.       
AI increases its efficiency and scientific output. 

● Soft Robots: They’re capable of changes in their        
volume, stiffness and can imitate a human muscle.        
They’re lighter and less prone to damage [35].  



● Robotic skins: When placed on a deformable object        
such as a soft robot, the skins can animate these          
objects. Combining multiple skins enables more      
complex, multifunctional movements and can be      
used by astronauts to build multifunctional robots. 

Having the right technology with a multi-disciplinary       
approach can lead to faster and more efficient space         
exploration. 

VI. CONCLUSIONS  

  
The future of space exploration will see robots        

playing a significant part. The future will be one based on           
complementary interaction between both sides. The debate       
of Humans v/s Robots is irrelevant as far as spaceflight is           
concerned, owing to their different roles. Spaceflight is all         
set to grow with space agencies as well as commercial          
players planning manned as well as unmanned missions.        
Space exploration is needed now more than ever as we are           
staring into an uncertain future, and increased research in         
robotics, as well as human spaceflight, is needed to ensure          
our survival as a species.  
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